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Abstract—Prepositions, in Arabic traditional grammar literature, have been analyzed as Genitive Case assigners (Hasan, 1976; Sibaweihi, n.d.). This paper presents a phase-based analysis for prepositions (Ps) in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). The analysis is built on Chomsky’s (2005, 2008) Feature-Inheritance model of Agree. In this proposed analysis, Prepositional Phrases (PPs) in MSA are analyzed as phases, where a Probe-Goal relation is established between the prepositional Probe \( p-P \) and the DP in its searching domain (i.e., its complement). The outcome of this relation is valuation of the unvalued Case feature on this DP complement (i.e., Genitive Case), and a similar valuation to the unvalued phi-features (\( \phi \)-fs) on the Probe \( p-P \).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Arabic prepositions (Ps) such as \( ila, fi, min, bi-, \) and \( li \) in the following examples are Case assigners which assign Genitive Cases to their complement Determiner Phrases (DPs), as can be seen from the morphological realization on each of these complements:

(1) \( \dot{d}ahaba \) Ali-un \( ila \) as-su\( q \)-i
   ‘Ali went to the market’
(2) \( yu\dot{r}adu \) kita\( b \)-un \( fi \) al-ha\( g \)-i\( b \)-at-i
   ‘There exists a book in the bag’
(3) \( \dot{\z}aa\dot{\r}a \) Ali-un \( min \) al-ma\( d \)-rasat-i
   ‘Ali came from the school’
(4) \( marartu \) bi- ar-rajul-\( a\n \)
   ‘I passed by the two men’
(5) \( \dot{\r}a\dot{\h}a\dot{t}\) \( yu\dot{t} \) Ahmad-a ar-\( r \)-isalat-a
   ‘I gave the letter to Ahmad’

The morphological realization of the Genitive Case varies depending on the type of the DP complement. That is, - \( i \) is the default form for the Genitive Case morpheme. The morpheme -\( a\n \) is used with dual nouns as in rajul-\( a\n \) (dual form of ‘man’), while - \( a \) is used with the name Ahmad, which is diptote (Hasan, 1976; Sibaweihi, n.d.).

When the complement of a P is followed by a modifying adjective, the Genitive Case morpheme - \( i \) appears on that adjective as well:

(6) \( \dot{\z}akala \) Ali-un \( min \) at-ta\( \h \)-aam-ial-\( a\h \)-\( d \)-e\( d \)-i
   ‘Ali ate from the delicious food’

Note that Arabic adjectives (generally) show agreement with their modifying nouns in Number, Gender, and Case. The adjective al-\( a\h \)-\( d \)-e\( d \)-i ‘Def-delicious’ in (6) agrees with at-ta\( \h \)-aam-ial-\( a\h \) ‘food’ in Case (Genitive), and the only possible source for this Case is the preposition \( min \) ‘from’.

Section II presents a comparison between Arabic and English Prepositional Phrases (PPs) in terms of form, function, usage, meaning, and syntactic function. An overview of some analyses of PPs will be presented in section III. The proposed analysis will be presented in section IV, followed by some concluding remarks in section V.

II. OVERVIEW OF ENGLISH AND ARABIC PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES

PPs have been classified based on their function, form, and usage. Ps across languages function as connectors of one word in the sentence to another. Specifically, Ps usually connect their complements to other parts in the sentence, such as nouns, verbs, or adjectives (Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartvik, 1985; Van Valin, 2004; Wishon & Burks, 1980):

(7) There is a book in the bag.
Ps in, of, and to in English connect their complements to the noun ‘a book’ in (7), the adjective ‘fond’ in (8), and the verb ‘ran’ in (9), respectively.

Like English and many other languages, Arabic Ps connect their complements to other words in the sentence. For instance, ila ‘to’ in example (1) connects the complement suqa ‘market’ to the verb ddhaba ‘to go out’ to reveal the relationship between the two elements; similarly, fi ‘in’ connects its complement al-haqsibat ‘the bag’ to the noun kitab in example (2) above.

In terms of form, Ps in English are classified into two types: single (e.g., in, on, etc.), and complex (i.e., made up of more than one P: in spite of, in front of, etc.). Carter & McCarthy (2006) list more than 50 Ps of this type in English. The complex class is formed of two- or three-word sequences (see, Quirk et al., 1985, for detailed explanation). The complex class is said to be open in the sense that new combinations can be formed (Macková, 2012).

The number of Ps in Arabic ranges between 17 and 21 (Alhawary, 2016; Saeed, 2014). Ps in Arabic show some similarities with their corresponding Ps in English; that is, like English, Ps in Arabic have been classified into different categories depending on their function, form, and usage. Such classification is not essential to the proposed analysis; however, a short review of the nature of Ps in Arabic is due.

In terms of form, Hamdallah and Tushyeh (1993), and Saleh (2015) state that Arabic Ps are morphologically independent (separable), and independent (inseparable). For example, min, ila, etc. (see, examples (1) - (3), above) are separable Ps, while bi- and li- in (4) - (5) are always attached to their complements.

Based on their function (and form), Saeed (2014), and Saleh (2015) (among others) add a third type of Ps in Arabic: Semi-prepositions (i.e., xalf ‘behind’, qabl ‘before’, bašd ‘after’). According to them, this type of Ps not only function as mere Ps, but also as nouns and adverbs:

(10) 3a?al-liqaa al-maghrib
‘Ali came after sunset’

(11) 3a?al-liqaa al-dīn
‘Ali arrived before the meeting’

(12) wasaala al-liqaa al-saliq
‘Ali arrived before the meeting’

(13) ….. min al-liqaa al-saliq
‘from behind’

Note, however, that bašd, qabl, and xalf inflect for Case (i.e. Nominative –(a) and Genitive – i in (13)), and thus resemble nouns and adjectives which inflect for Case. Saeed (2014) argues that Arabic semi-prepositions resemble English in that they can form combinations with real (independent) Ps in Arabic, thus creating complex forms as shown in (13).

Ps vary in terms of their usages. For instance, Quirk et al. (1985) classify the usages of PPs in English as: (a) Ps that indicate time (i.e., temporal) or spatial (i.e., Ps of location, and direction) relationships, (b) Ps which indicate cause or purpose, (c) Ps which indicate means or agentive, and (d) Ps which indicate accompaniment, concession, respect, support, and/or opposition.

Like English, Arabic Ps are used to denote temporal and spatial relationships. They are also used to express notions of resemblance, cause, accompaniment, and exception (see, Al-Marrani, 2009, for more on the uses of Arabic Ps). Hasan (1976) argues that Ps in Arabic do not carry meanings themselves, but they carry meanings in other element (i.e., their meanings are dependent on the elements with which they occur). However, Saleh (2015) states that Ps come in different meanings whether they are attached to nouns or not. Notice how the meaning of the verb rayib-tu ‘wanted-I’ in (14) and (15) changes when the P changes:

(14) rayib-tu fi liqaa al-salak
‘I wanted to meet you’

(15) rayib-tu 3an liqaa al-salak
‘I ignored meeting you/ not interested in meeting you.’

The change in meaning indicates that it is the P which identifies the meaning of the sentence. Thus, Ps do carry meanings themselves.

Structure of PPs
Ps are mandatorily made of a P and a complement. This way, Ps are different from other syntactic phrases where a single word can make up a phrase (Downing & Locke, 2006). Based on their position in the structure, Ps can have either adjectival or adverbial Function (Frank, 1972). That is, a PP can function as an adjectival phrase when it follows and describes a noun or an adjective, as in (16) and (17), respectively:

(16) rayib-tu fi liqaa al-salak
‘I wanted to meet you’

(17) rayib-tu 3an liqaa al-salak
‘I ignored meeting you/ not interested in meeting you.’
(16) The boy with the blue shirt.
(17) John is very good at math.

The PP 'with the blue shirt' describes the noun 'the boy', while PP 'at math' modifies the adjective 'good'. Moreover, a PP can also function as an adverbial phrase as in (18) where PP 'in the morning' modifies the adverb 'early':

(18) We should get up early in the morning.

B. Preposition Stranding and Pied-Piping

PPs in English as well as in Arabic can be pied-piped. This way PPs appear at the beginning of the sentence as shown in the following examples:

(19) About what are you talking?
(20) tatadhathun ʕan maða tatakahdathun?

‘What are you talking about?’

The PP ʕan maða ‘about what’ in (20) can be pied-piped to the beginning of the structure in Arabic, as shown in (21):

(21) ʕan maða tatakahdathun?

‘About what are you talking?’

Ps are usually placed before their complements; however, in English, it is possible for a P to get stranded, as in the following examples:

(22) What are you talking about? (Open interrogatives)
(23) This is the book I told you about (Relative Clauses)
(24) This bed has been slept in. (Passive construction)

Unlike English, Ps in Arabic cannot be stranded, as the ungrammaticality of (25) shows:

(25) *mað a tatakahdathun ʕan?

What talking(3mp) about?

Having briefly introduced the forms, functions, and usages of Ps in Arabic and in English, the next section will overview some of the analyses proposed for PPs.

III. Analyses for Prepositional Phrases

Different analyses have been proposed for Ps. Some of these analyses have discussed the meanings of Ps, their syntactic structures (i.e., the kind of complements Ps take, the premodifiers which can appear with Ps) (e.g., Carnie, 2008), and the use of Ps as postmodifiers (e.g., Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, & Finegan, 1999). Other studies have analyzed Ps as functional elements (e.g., Baker, 2003, for English Ps), and lexical (e.g., Jackendoff, 1977; O'Grady, 1996), while others have proposed that Ps form a hybrid category which combines properties from both categories (Chanturidze, Carolla, & Ruigendijk, 2019; Tseng, 2000). In terms of their syntactic function, different analyses have considered Ps as predicative (e.g., Stowell, 1983), non-arguments (e.g., Baker, 2003), adjunct modifiers, etc.

The following paragraphs, however, will limit the discussion of Ps to their syntactic, internal structure due to the limited scope of this paper.

Baker (2003) analyzes Ps as functional categories, and states that "whether an item takes a specifier or not is thus an important characterizing feature for the functional categories" (p. 25). That is, lexical verbs acquire their specifiers by External Merge, while functional tenses and complementizers (including Ps) acquire their specifiers through movement (Internal merge).

Baker reasons for this conclusion through typological facts from different languages (i.e., the limited number of Ps). Baker also follows researchers such as Croft (1991), Grimshaw (1991), among others, who consider Ps to be closely related to case markers, thus functional (i.e., functional category K proposed by Lamontagne & Travis (1987) and Bittner & Hale (1996)). Furthermore, Baker based his classification of Ps on the fact that there are no derivational processes that involve Ps in English, for instance, and in many other languages as well.

Tseng (2000) states that Ps can be lexical or functional based on their uses. Tseng explains that functional Ps are sometimes referred to as "case-marking" or "non-predicative", as in (26):

(26) John gave a book to Mary.

Notice, however, that P to in (27) is lexical:

(27) Mary went to school.

Notice however that p-stranding becomes possible in MSA, and in many other dialects of Arabic (see, e.g., Algryani, 2019, for Libyan Arabic), but two conditions must be met: a. A resumptive pronoun must cliticize onto the preposition, and b. A complementizer is used as in this example:

man allathi jaa Ɂa  ma ʕa-ka?

‘who came with you?’

Keizer (2008), for instance, concludes that all English Ps are lexical except of and by which show functional properties when associated with deverbal nouns as in: "The treatment of the patient by the doctor" (p. 248).

Baker adds if Ps are functional then other functional categories such as D (e.g., pronouns) can incorporate into P that governs them. Note that this is the case in Arabic: min-ha ‘from-him’, min-ka ‘from-you’, etc.

---

1 Notice however that p-stranding becomes possible in MSA, and in many other dialects of Arabic (see, e.g., Algryani, 2019, for Libyan Arabic), but two conditions must be met: a. A resumptive pronoun must cliticize onto the preposition, and b. A complementizer is used as in this example:

man allathi jaa Ɂa  ma ʕa-ka? who that came with-you

‘who came with you?’

2 Keizer (2008), for instance, concludes that all English Ps are lexical except of and by which show functional properties when associated with deverbal nouns as in: "The treatment of the patient by the doctor" (p. 248).
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Tseng further argues that functional Ps show "high fixedness" (p. 28), while lexical Ps show low fixedness. Still, however, there are Ps which show intermediate level of fixedness. High fixedness entails that replacing a P in a given context with another P turns this context into ungrammatical as in (28):

(28) *Delicate negotiations resulted at/for/on/to/with/by an acceptable compromise. (p. 28)

Ps with lower degree of fixedness make replacement of such Ps possible, as can be seen in (29):

(29) The magician put the rabbit on/behind/under/beside his top hat. (p. 28)

According to Tseng, functional Ps are fixed by an element external to the PP. For clarification, the verb *resulted* in (30) is the fixing trigger.

(30) The negotiations resulted in ……

To demonstrate this, Tseng (p. 30) states that "[a] particular structural relationship must exist between an *external* fixing trigger and the preposition it fixes. In particular, the PP headed by the fixed preposition P must be a complement of the trigger X" in (31):

(31)

Tseng adds that fixing triggers can be *internal* (i.e., fixed by their complements):

(32) Those people are in the know. (p. 31)

In this example, the only possible P is *in*. However, if we take out the complement 'the know', it becomes possible for any P to fill in the same position:

(33) Those people are [P ___] [NP ___]

Thus, it is the complement of *in* which is the fixing trigger for this P in this example, not the NP subject or the verb\(^5\). Tseng concludes that, as far as syntactic properties are concerned, both lexical and functional\(^6\) Ps show no difference between them (i.e., both show the same projection properties) (p. 79).

Researchers such as den Dikken (2010) and Svenonius (2010) follow cartographic approaches to the analysis of Ps. These approaches are based on Jackendoff’s (1990) analysis of PPs, which argues for two basic semantic components: Path and Place. Specifically, in den Dikken’s analysis, Ps are lexical categories which project a functional structure with various functional heads (i.e., P\(_{\text{LOC}}\) and P\(_{\text{DIR}}\) are lexical categories).

Like den Dikken, Svenonius (2010) argues for a locative P that is syntactically composed of different smaller functional projections, but these researchers differ on the number and interpretation of these functional projections. That is, Svenonius proposes four classes of Ps: projective, bounded, extended, and particles, where locative Ps are projective and bounded, while path or directional P are extended. Particles, on the other hand, form an independent class which conforms to neither class.

Rooryck (1996) argues that PPs are formed by a lexical head P and a functional head F. This F head is responsible for case assigning of PPs. According to Rooryck, the functional projection for PP can have weak and strong features which allow incorporation of P into F.

Puigdollers (2013) proposes a simplified version of the “cartographic approach” (p. 68). Following Svenonius (2010), Puigdollers argues that locative and directional PPs contain a small (functional) p head in PPs (like little v in vP). This p functions like v in that it is the locus of case licensing, and it introduces the external argument of PP. Thus, Puigdollers considers p(ath) and p(lace) as functional heads, which are also the locus of φ-features in the sense of Chomsky (2008) (i.e., phasal heads). Conversely, the other heads of p(ath) and P(lace) are analyzed as non-functional heads. Puigdollers then proposes the following structure of path and place Ps (p. 70):

(34)

P of direction

\[ P(\text{ath}) \quad P(\text{ath}) \quad P(\text{lace}) \quad P(\text{lace}) \quad \text{NP/DP} \]

P of location

\[ P(\text{ath}) \quad P(\text{lace}) \quad \text{NP/DP} \]

\(^{4}\) Based on Tseng's analysis, the verb *rayiba* in example (14) and (15) above is the fixing trigger.

\(^{5}\) Note, however, that Rauh (2002) argues for a non-head analysis for functional Ps, and concludes that they are NPs syntactically, for they have limited projection properties, they do not allow specifiers or modifiers, and they exhibit one complementation pattern: [____ NP]. In addition, they assign case, and express relational content.
Note that this can be headed further by a vP which takes Path as its complement.

Puigdollers argues, in the sense of Richards (2011), that a phasal domain constitutes phasal and non-phasal elements. According to Puigdollers, p(ath) and P(lace) are phasal heads which bear unvalued set of φ-features and as such probe for DPs which can value these unvalued features. When agreement occurs, p(ath) results in valuing Accusative Case features on the DP, while P(lace) values Dative Case. Puigdollers adds that certain phasal heads may be defective (i.e., bear an incomplete set of φ-features). When defective, the phase head belongs to the "immediately next strong phase, that is, v" (p. 88).

As far as referential index and the ability to take specifiers, Baker (2003) argues that PPs are similar to APs in that they do not have referential index or specifiers (p. 311). Conversely, Jackendoff (1977) argues that Ps are referential, and a P can have a subject (within its projection). That is, the syntactic structure of PPs can be analyzed as X'-heads, and as such a P can combine with its complement thus forming P', which in turn can combine (optionally) with a specifier and a maximal projection of PP is formed. Baker adds that PPs in English are not arguments, for "English PPs cannot normally appear in subject positions, object positions, or as the objects of a preposition."6

Some PPs in Stowell's (1983) analysis are predicates which theta-mark a subject in copular sentences as in (35), and in small clause constructions as in (36):

(35) Chris, is [i, in the kitchen].
(36) I want [a table in the kitchen].
(37) Chris put the book in the box.

Note that other analyses posit that the theme the book in (37) is not the direct object of 'put', but it is the subject of the PP (e.g., Hoekstra, 1988, den Dikken, 1995).

Similar analyses of PPs have argued that Ps function as predicates, based on the unique relation between the P and their complements7 (see, e.g., Ouhalla, 1994; and Van Valin, 2004). As such, Ps can assign case to their complements (just like verbs). Similarly, researchers Halliday & Matthiessen (2014), in their classification of words in a functional grammar of English, have included Ps to the verbal class based on Ps nature of predication. Moreover, Hale & Keyser (1993) argue that Ps form predicates, and as such, they require subjects. According to these researchers, subjects are located outside the PP projection.

The following section presents the proposed analysis for Arabic PPs. In this section, PPs are analyzed as phases, and as such a Probe-Goal relation will be initiated between Ps and their complement DPs, thus allowing the derivation to converge.

IV. THE PROPOSAL

This section lays out an Agree-based analysis for PPs in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). It has been shown that Ps in Arabic can assign Genitive Cases to their DP complements. In this proposed analysis, it will be assumed, following den Dikken (2010), that prepositional case is functional (i.e., it is assigned or checked in a specific functional head). Particularly, Chomsky's (2005, 2008) Feature-Inheritance (FI) model of Agree will be adopted. It will also be proposed, following Chanturidze, et al (2019), Puigdollers (2013), and Svenonius (2010), that PPs contain a small p head parallel to little v in the PP domain. This little p resembles v in that it is the locus of case licensing, and it introduces the external argument of the PP.

The proposed analysis shows that PPs in Arabic are phasal6, and under Agree model, they must enter into agree relation with another element in the structure. Specifically, it shows that this p head bears a set of unvalued features (i.e., φ-features), which must be valued for the derivation to converge, in addition to a valued [CASE] feature with Genitive value. Following the Fl model of Agree, it will be argued that the functional/phasal head transfers its features to a proxy head (i.e., lexical P) with which it should form a p-P Probe7. This probe must value its unvalued features against a Goal which bears valued set of φ-features, and an unvalued CASE feature (i.e., DP). Consider the proposed structure for PPs (38):

![Diagram]

(38)

Note, that Zewi (2012) argues that PPs in Semitic languages can be subjects, as in the following example from the Holy Qur'an (2:10):

a. wa la-hum ʕaubah-un ʔalim (p. 468)
And for-them punishment painful
'Literally: for them is painful punishment.'

7 For a list of complements Ps can take, see Downing and Locke (2006).
8 See, Radford's (2004) discussion on the assumption that PPs in English can be phases.
9 Kayne (2005) argues that Ps can probe for Goals.
In this structure, the \( p\)-P Probe finds DP (in P’s complement) and Agree occurs: The unvalued set of \( \varphi \)-features on \( p\)-P receives valuation and at the same time, the unvalued Case on DP gets valued, thus resulting in Genitive value on DP. In this sense, phasal \( p\)Ps resemble phasal \( v\)Ps in that they transfer their unvalued features to proxy heads (i.e., lexical V), and after \( v\)-V probe is formed, the search continues for potential Goals which can value this probe’s unvalued features.

The analogy between \( v\)Ps and \( p\)Ps can be extended. Specifically, it can be assumed that phasal \( p\)P can have an external DP (in its specifier position) (cf. Brattico, 2012, for a similar conclusion that PPs can have specifiers). This specifier position can host the object \textit{walad-an} ‘boy-Acc’ of a V as shown in representation (40) for example (39):

\begin{align}
(39) & \text{ra}^\text{3ps}\text{a} \ Ali-\text{un} \ \text{walad-an} \ fi \ \text{as-suq-i} \\
& \text{‘Ali saw a boy at the market.’}
\end{align}

Concretely, the derivation within phasal \( p\)P proceeds when lexical P \( fi \) ‘in’ merges with its complement DP \textit{as-suq} ‘def-market’. Once phasal P enters the derivation, and under the FI model of Agree, it transfers its features to lexical P, and a \( p\)-P probe is formed. The \( p\)-P probe probes its domain for Goals and enters into Agree relation with the complement DP \textit{as-suq}. Agree between \( p\)-P and this DP results in valuation for the unvalued \( \varphi \)-features on the probe, and a similar valuation for the \( u \)Case feature on the DP and Genitive Case value appears on the DP.

The derivation above the \( p\)P phase continues when the lexical head V enters the derivation and merges with \( p\)P phase as its complement. The phase head \( v\) transfers its unvalued phi-features (\( u \)\( \varphi \)) and valued CASE (i.e., Accusative) features to the lexical V head, and a \( v\)-V probe is formed. This probe searches for a possible Goal and probes the DP in spec \( p\)P, thus valuing its \( u \)CASE (i.e., Acc) and receiving valuation for its (\( u \)\( \varphi \)) feature. The same Probe-Goal process occurs in the CP phasal level, and the subject DP (i.e., \textit{Ali}) receives Nom Case value and the unvalued set of \( \varphi \)-features on the C-T probe is valued, and the derivation converges.

\begin{align}
(41) & \text{C} \quad \text{T} \\
& \text{CP} \quad \text{TP} \\
& \text{VP} \quad \text{PP} \\
& \text{V} \quad \text{P} \\
& \text{Ali} \quad \text{ra}^\text{3ps}\text{a} \\
& \text{DP} \quad \text{DP} \\
& \text{PP} \quad \text{PP} \\
& \text{\( p\)-P \quad \text{\( p\)-P}}
\end{align}

V. Conclusion

This paper has shown that PPs in MSA can be analyzed as phasal (i.e., \( p\)P). Based on the FI model of Agree, a \( p\)-P probe is formed within a PP when phasal \( p\) head transfers its unvalued (\( \varphi \)-features) and valued Case feature (with a Genitive value) to lexical P. It has also been shown that the Genitive Case value on the PP complement for Ps in MSA is the outcome of an Agree relation between the \( p\)-P probe and its complement. Being phasal, \( p\) can have a specifier which can host a DP (e.g., a complement for a higher probe).
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